skill set
not too hard
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Lasso
Earrings

Concentric Loops of Leather and Stone

Design by: Tracy Gonzales
Supplies
2

6x2mm ID Barrel Bead
(94-5792-27)
12 5mm Nugget LH Spacer
(93-0449-40)
6 7mm Nugget LH Spacer
(93-0450-27)
2 5mm Round Jump Ring
(01-0020-01)
2 4x3mm Oval Jump Ring
(01-0018-27)

NB Grey 3mm SS Bead Ear Wire
(90-5120-02)
4 5x8mm large hole gemstone
rondelle bead (Aventurine shown)
2 10mm large hole gemstone
heishi bead (Tigereye shown)
18" 1.5mm Round Leather Cord
(Natural Ant. Brown shown)
Super New Glue or similar glue designed for use with leather
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Required Tools
Scissors, hammer, bench block or
other hammering surface, chain or
flat-nose pliers

Finished Size
3 inches

Instructions
1.

12. Attach one round jump ring, one

Keeping cuts as straight as

one 5mm spacer, one 7mm

possible, cut two 5" pieces and

spacer, one 10mm bead, one

oval jump ring, and one ear wire

two 3 ¾" pieces of cord.

7mm spacer, one 5mm spacer,

at top of earring.

2. Hold one 5" and one 3 ¾" piece

one 5x8mm bead and one 5mm

next to each other. With shorter
cord to inside thread ends up
through one barrel bead 1 ½".
Curve ends over and thread back
through bead until ends extend
¼". (Fig 1)

spacer onto outside cord.
7.

13. Repeat Steps 9-12 for second
earring.

Repeat Step 4 to connect ends.
Set aside.

8. Repeat Steps 6-7 with second
earring. Set aside.

Fig 1

9. Pick up first earring, Carefully
rotate cord loops, moving glued

Watch our technique videos

spacer and one 5mm spacer onto

ends securely inside barrel bead

in the DIY section of our blog

inside cord.

and adjusting top loops so that

(look for video on jump rings

they extend above bead about

and crimping barrel beads).

3/8".

TierraCast.com/blog/tag/diy

3. String one 5mm spacer, one 7mm

4. Apply glue very lightly onto end
of cord. (Wipe off any excess.)
Curve cord up to meet other end.

10. On back side of earring apply tiny

Hold ends together for a minute

drop of glue at top and bottom of

until set. Set aside to dry.

barrel bead.

5. Repeat Steps 2-4 for second
earring. Set aside.
6. Pick up first earring. String one
5mm spacer, one 5x8mm bead,

www.tierracast.com

11. Crimp barrel bead by setting onto
bench block and hammering
lightly until secure.

